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and are not posing an environmental thread. The project will focus on three main objectives:
(i) the promotion of re-conversion of MagLs for the production of bioenergy through the direct
involvement of farmers and forester, (ii) the strengthening of local small-scale supply chains,
and (iii) the promotion of plantations of bioenergy plants on MagLs. The expected impacts
are: increasing the production of bioenergy, famers’ incomes, investments in new
technologies and the design of new policy measures. FNR will coordinate the project with its
eight partners from Ukraine, Greece, Italy and others from Germany.
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III.

Background

This deliverable “D7.9 Final Communication and exploitation strategy - Work Plan” is mainly
based on the task as described in the Grant Agreement Annex I of the Horizon 2020 project
SEEMLA (GA no. 691874) and is correlated to D7.1.
•

Task T7.1 Designing and updating of the communication and exploitation strategy

and use of results (Lead: Legambiente)

The task foresees the drafting of a work plan - to be realized in collaboration with the
consortium - that constitutes the basic reference framework intended to support the partners
to carry out the communication and dissemination activities at local, national and European
level.

This plan has been drawn up at the beginning of the project (D7.1 - month 3) and has been
updated (D 7.6 - month 18) with the articles, press releases, newsletters etc., published
during the first 18 months of the project. This final version includes all the outreach and
communication activities that partners implemented during the whole project duration, with
the aim of spreading the major outcomes to a large audience, promoting the exchange of
know – how and lessons learnt, and attracting the interests of local key stakeholders.
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1. Strategic overview

The communication activities within the SEEMLA project strive for raising awareness of the topic of
renewable resources among the wider public. This can be done by establishing contact with the
key target groups, getting them involved and interested in the activities of SEEMLA, or even
promoting their active participation in the project by implementing the results. The communication
strategies and tools are predetermined by the nature of the target groups of the project, which
involve “mainly regional and local players, who are responsible for maintenance and conservation
work and for the biomass residue management in their regions. Moreover, the focus will be on
service providers - including farmers and forest owners, their associations, NGOs, and energy
providers and consumers”. Above that, the project outcomes and actions should target a wide
range of players in the EU. The dissemination of results is also a crucial part of the project and is
addressed in this plan.
In this document, the communication and dissemination activities are divided, but it should be kept
in mind that to identify the clear-cut line between communication and dissemination as they often
go hand in hand. For the project’s purposes, communication activities are considered as actions in
a more general sense, which ensure raising public knowledge about the project’s existence, and its
activities and goals. Dissemination is defined as public disclosure of results by any appropriate
means. It can be said that the dissemination activities (including newsletters, the project website,
and published works on the subject) are more specific and focus on how the concrete results have
been spread. Both communication and dissemination are crucial for the project; they have to take
place on regular basis and to be performed by all project partners.
The C&D work plan offers a brief analysis of challenges and important aspects of SEEMLA project
communication activities. Subsequently, it follows the two different levels of communication. Firstly,
ways of communicating externally are discussed, which should lead to effective transmission of
SEEMLA project objectives and results to public. Secondly, it deals with the issue of internal
communication among project partners which is crucial for keeping the project parts consistent as
a whole and thus ensuring the proper delivery of project results. In the last part, the ways of
disseminating results are described.
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2. Analysis
The following data constitute the basic framework intended to support the partner to carry out the
dissemination and exploitation activities at local and European level.
2.1. Preconditions for communication in partner countries
The European Union has been seriously addressing the issue of a lack of renewable energy for
over 20 years, and trying to find solutions that can limit and reduce CO2 emissions.
The energy and climate package presented in 2007 defined a common policy integrating
sustainability, energy security, and competitiveness. The Treaty of Lisbon, entered into force in
December 2009, introduced a juridical base for a European policy on energy and explicitly refers to
the fight against climate change. Within international negotiations on climate change, the European
Union has adopted a common position, consistent with its 20/20/20 commitments.
Targets for 2020 are:
The Renewable Energy Directive (Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 23 April 2009, replaced by the Directive to reduce indirect land use change for biofuels
and bio-liquids – EU 2015/1513) establishes an overall policy for the production and promotion of
energy from renewable sources in the EU.
It requires the EU to fulfil at least 20% of its total energy needs with renewables by 2020 – to be
achieved by obtaining individual national targets. All EU countries must also ensure that at least
10% of their transport fuels come from renewable resources by 2020.


Reducing greenhouse gases (GHG) by at least 20% compared to 1990 levels,



20% of energy from renewable sources,



20% energy efficiency improvement, and



10% of the transport fuels come from renewable sources.

EU countries set out how they plan to meet these targets and the general course of their
renewable energy policy in national renewable energy action plans.

The current situation is well on track to meet the 2020 targets:


Greenhouse gases reduced by 18% between 1990–2012



Renewables share reached 14.1% in 2012, up from 8.5% in 2005



Energy efficiency expected to improve by 18–19% by 2020.
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This is just short of the 20% target. But we can meet this goal given that member countries
implement all the necessary EU laws, also thanks to the contribution of EU funded projects, such
as SEEMLA, that can contribute to reach this target by implementing the use of renewables
energy.
The new policy framework for energy and climate for 2030 is framed within the 2050 Roadmap for
moving to a competitive low carbon economy. A Communication from the Commission to the
European Parliament, the Council, the European Economy, and Social Committee, as well as the
Committee of the Regions establishes the Energy Roadmap by 2050 with this target: an 80-95%
cut in greenhouse gases compared with the levels produced in 1990.
Regarding sustainable development, 2015 has been a crucial year as it had taken into account
international and European policies. On the 25th of September 2015, the General Assembly of the
United Nations adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, with a set of 17
Sustainable Development Goals with 169 associated targets.
The SDGs will need a thorough implementation in all government levels. They will also need to
inspire European, national, and local policies in the incoming years.
Lastly, COP21 in Paris - which closed on the 12th of December 2015 – had provided relevant
signals to the market regarding the decarbonisation path that should be followed for this century.
The new global climate agreement will require strong efforts across all sectors and at all levels for
a successful implementation. A participation and involvement of non-state actors, including
companies and sub-national authorities, is absolutely essential.
The knowledge, awareness and perception of the renewable energy sector differs in each country.
Firstly, it is important to find out in what context and general atmosphere the project objectives and
results will be communicated. As for the general situation in the EU, the project comes into action
in the context of the 20/20/20 targets for climate protection decided in 2008 by the European
Community. In 2012, biomass had a share of 70 % of the renewable primary energy consumption
in the EU 28.
The overall goal of SEEMLA is the generation of biomass by the utilization of marginal lands in
each partner country, and in Table 1 some approaches on the concrete situation of the sector in
partner countries is given. The following information can be used by partners during the
implementation of the outreach activities foresees by the project.
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Table 1: Situation of renewable energy sector in partner countries at the beginning of the project
Germany

In Germany renewable raw materials grew on about 2.3 million hectares in 2014. That's about
one-fifth of the arable land in Germany. Today, at approx. 66 %, biomass is making a crucial
contribution to the provision of energy from renewable resources in Germany.
In 2012, biogas’ shares in electricity production from biomass was around 50.2%. In relation to
renewable energies as a whole the share of biogas was 15.1 % of electricity generation, and
7.8% of the supply of heat.
At present, the most important bioenergy source is wood in Germany. Every fourth German
household is heated using wood. Each year, around 34 million cubic metres of wood are burned
for heating, in the form of firewood, wood chips, pellets and briquettes, in a total of approx. 16
million domestic fire units. The most significant wood based fuel is firewood from the forest, at
over 22 million cubic metres.
MagL in Germany: Up till now it remains unclear what kind of feedstock can be grown on
different kinds of marginal lands and how much of it could contribute to bioenergy production.
Moreover, policies and regulations are focussing on e.g. soil protection, protection of flora, fauna
and habitats, but does not mention [concretely] or specify biomass production on marginal lands,
i.e. degraded, reclaimed, underutilised etc. land.

Greece

The main source of renewable energy production in Greece is solid biomass (1133 ktoe in
2012). The second and third providers are hydropower (385 ktoe) and wind energy (330 ktoe).
The next is solar thermal energy, solar PV, and biofuels that all have important contributions.
The 2012 share of renewable energy in Greece amounted to 12.5%; the target for 2020 has
been defined as 18%.
MagL in Greece: There are only a few biomass energy projects for electricity generation that
have been developed in Greece, and these are mainly for the utilization of municipal wastes in
biogas plants. There is still a large potential for the utilization of biomass for energy purposes,
especially biomass waste and residues from the agricultural, industrial and residential sectors.
The total installed capacity of biomass energy currently stands at 46 MW for a total of 12
individual projects. This compares with an intermediated national target of 80 MW for 2013 and
250 MW by 2020 according to the National Renewable Energy Action Plan (NREAP). Biomass
exploitation on MagL for bioenergy production is not well-established, yet.
(Source: EurObserv’ER report ‘The State of Renewable Energies in Europe’)

Italy

Italy is in a crucial moment in the ongoing process to support renewable energy sources. In the
last decade, wind, solar and bioenergy, which are the most promising sources in terms of
technological development and investment in Italy, have provided an increasing contribution to
electricity production. Over the last 10 years renewable sources have increased from 15.4% to
38.2%, making Italy the first country among the world’s largest producers of electricity from solar
power. All of the 8.047 Italian municipalities have deployed some source of renewable energy,
with hydroelectric power being the leading renewable energy source in terms of production.
The Italian National Renewable Energy Action Plan was commissioned by the Directive
2009/28/EC which required Member States of the European Union to notify the European
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Commission with a road map. The report describes how the Italian to achieve its legally binding
target of a 17% share of energy from renewable sources in gross final consumption of energy by
2020.
It cannot be forgotten that the reduction of incentives has produced a slowdown of new
installations and investments, with a consequent loss of thousands of job opportunities.
Ukraine

Ukraine’s renewable energy market becomes increasingly more important, especially with the
steep increase in gas prices and the adoption of green-tariff price incentives for electricity from
renewable energy sources in 2009. The government set a green tariff for power produced from
renewable sources which is two times higher than the wholesale price for power produced from
traditional sources. It is widely expected that the introduction of the green tariff will boost activity
in the sector. Other preferences include duty-free imports and exemptions from value-added
taxes. Ukraine’s mid-term energy strategy targets a level of 10% of renewables until 2030, the
potential for renewables being much higher. (Renewable Energies Export Initiative, German
Ministry of Economics and Technology)
As of February 2015 the annual technically achievable energy potential of renewable energy
sources of Ukraine was 68.6 million tonnes of oil (Mtoe) per year. This is equivalent to 98 million
tonnes of fuel.
Ukraine has a high potential to expand biomass use for energy purposes, primarily for heating.
The country has abundant agricultural and forestry waste, and this is a key resource for the
development of biomass-based heat and power generation capacity. There is 42.8 million
hectares of land that is equivalent to 71% of the country’s total area.32.5 million hectares of the
total agricultural land is arable. (Source: IRENA, REMAP 2030 Report, 2015)
MagL in Ukraine: The resource potential of woody biomass in Ukraine amounts to 4 Mt
annually. It includes sawmill waste, wood-cutting waste (branches, crowns), firewood, and some
technical timber, which is currently exported. It is unlikely for this structure to change significantly
in the near future. While there is additional forest potential, road transportation of the lumber is a
limiting factor for heating and power generation. More than 10 megatonnes (Mt) of surplus straw
remains in farmers’ fields every year, and collecting it for use is a challenge. Most agricultural
enterprises are not able to gather, bundle, and adequately store straw.
Wood residues are mostly available in the northern and western parts of Ukraine. In comparison,
primary agricultural waste is available in the centre and eastern areas, while energy crops can
be grown in the eastern parts of Ukraine. Thus, the potential of biomass production for bioenergy
production on MagL is unknown, yet. Considering high ash content in straw, low level of
foresting, and considerable areas of free lands existing, Ukraine in the last years has been
growing interest to grow bioenergy crops on marginal lands.

As it is shown by the previous descriptions from partner countries in Table 1, the starting point for
the SEEMLA project slightly differs in each of them. The potential of biomass production on MagL
is poorly used in Greece as well as in Germany, and also rarely in the Ukraine, at least not in a
way which would be managed by some general measures or guidelines. When MagL is used for
10

biomass production for bioenergy, it is mostly in an unorganised way with the motivation stemming
from individually owned companies. Marginal land, by means of e.g. reclaimed land in Germany, is
well-described but the actual potential for the utilisation as land for growing bioenergy feedstock
can only be estimated. Moreover, it is stated clearly, that in all countries, biomass has prominent
contribution to the renewable energy production and is also widely used in households. This
means that the project could raise their interest as representatives of the general public.
Table 2 points out some difficulties which can generally occur during the communication activities
and offers possibilities of facing them.
Table 2: Challenges of the communication of the project and ways of meeting them
Challenges of the communication

Response

Public perception, doubts and
resistance

Define controversial and sensitive fields in given sector, try to
discuss them, complete and specific information on the topic

Reaching different target groups
(general public, companies,
research and administrative
authorities etc.)

Make profiles of the groups, define their needs and interests, define
the groups which are the most and least accessible, choose the best
communication channels

Differences between partner
countries

Find out the general perception on given topics in the country/region,
choose the convenient messages and tools for communication - also
with regards to the media landscape of the country and use of nonmedia channels by different groups of audiences
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2.2. SWOT Analysis of biomass exploitation for bioenergy use from MagL
Strengths

Weaknesses

Biomass production from Marginal Lands
(MagL) represents a source of bioenergy which
does not compete with food production (on
water, land etc.);

Soil of low productivity, ecological limitation,
high costs, difficult access, transport distances
too long for local producer to use it in
economical way (in some cases);

Mapping of the potential and the status-quo in Local actors and public communities have
EU can help with the modelling and developing limited resources and seem not to favour energy
of new utilisation pathways;
applications;
New attractive topic for media in the field of Insufficient information on total amounts and
sustainable supply of biomass for energy type of feedstock, location, year round supply,
sector.
logistical properties and bioenergy demands
which hampers implementation.
Opportunities

Threats

The market price of biomass is growing due to Lack of interest and cooperation by local actors;
the increase of demand, which makes utilising
of biomass grown on MagL an interesting Social, economic and policy constraints can be
opportunity;
too extensive and can disable creating viable
value chains for MagL feedstock;
Biomass production on MagL has to be
performed in any case and the economic The extent of local specifics within the
revenue obtained from the energy use allows to processing of MagL feedstock will disable
partially pay for the extraction operations;
application of the models in other regions;
For some European regions, data on degraded Potential interest of the stakeholders will not be
regions are available, which can be extended or transformed into concrete improvements (e.g.
can serve as an example. Experiences of more efficient management of the feedstock).
biomass production on MagL for bioenergy are
available, e.g. from the U.S., Australia.
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3. External communication
In order to ensure an effective external communication, the objectives of the communication have
to be identified first. To reach these objectives, the target audience has to be precisely defined and
characterised. When the objectives and target audience are specified, key messages, strategies,
and communication tools can be named.
3.1. Objectives of the communication
The main objectives of the SEEMLA communication activities result from the objectives of
SEEMLA project and have following focal points:


Raising awareness on the use of currently underexploited biomass production on MagL
as sustainable source of bioenergy



Sharing information which serve as knowledge base for promoting increase of energy
for the use of MagL for sustainable biomass production and fostering exchange of good
practices

3.2. Target audiences
Target audiences considering communication activities involved two main groups - the general
public and project stakeholders. Now, these two groups will be further described, with emphasis on
the stakeholders, since they are naturally crucial target of the communication activities.
General public
The general public could be described as people or institutions with no awareness of the given
topic and superficial knowledge on related subjects in general. Their knowledge comes mostly from
media which can create misleading and simplified pictures of the issue. It is an important group
where awareness raising can be seen as part of the general environmental education in the
renewable energy sector. Examples are citizens, households, energy consumers, or local
groups/institutions with a different scope of action.

How is their knowledge on the topic relevant?
There is awareness of issues like renewable energy, climate change (if positively or negatively
perceived depends on country and given energy sector), and concerns on wasting resources in the
general public.
The interest of the general public is likely to be attracted by:


Interesting, simply formulated information; General results (saving resources)
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News related to home country/region (increase of regional self-sufficiency, local events,
workshops);



Practical impact of the project action on everyday life (more frequent performance of
maintenance work by roadsides and therefore improved visibility on the roads);



Concrete personal stories (success stories from model regions)

Stakeholders
The SEEMLA project stakeholders consist of a diverse group of people/institutions with different
levels and types of knowledge. They are both experts and people with local knowledge on any
given operation (e.g. service providers). They have to be treated with high respect to their needs
and expectations of the project, since they provide us their know-how and data which they gained
during years of working in the field and which are highly valuable for the project. It is necessary to
keep in mind, that stakeholders do not always favour the use of energy from biomass produced on
MagL, but can support competitive use of this biomass feedstock. Opponents of the project also
have to be taken into account.
Stakeholders relevant for engagement and interaction in SEEMLA model regions were already
described and categorised within the action of WPs 3 and 5 for purposes of promoting contact
establishment with local stakeholders.
The stakeholder categorisation is based on their relation to MagL. The same categories are used
in the Stakeholder database and should be used within all Work Packages (WPs) in order to
enable interlinkage between the WPs. The categorisation with description can be found in Table 3.
Nevertheless, this categorisation should serve more for gaining insight on the structure of the
stakeholder audience, but is not necessary to strictly adhere to this categorisation within the
communication activities. After all, one of the facts which results from the Table 3 is, that the
stakeholders´ audience is very diverse and possibly an individual approach to communication has
to be taken in order to be successful.
Table 3: Categories and types of stakeholders
Stakeholder
category

Description of category

Stakeholder
types within the
category

Description of type

Primary
stakeholders

Directly involved in aspects of
MagL management, including
owners of land where the
biomass is obtained

Owner

Private or public; Person,
company, private institution or
public body owning the land
subject of treatment or having
some legal bound for the
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execution of works (e.g. farmers
which fields are limiting with
hedges and tree alignment subject
of maintenance works)

Secondary
stakeholders

Tertiary
stakeholders

Influence the development of
MagL works

Indirectly influence the
performance of MagL works,
but that might positively or
negatively affect both, primary

Biomass
production Co.,
specialised on
MagL

Companies executing the biomass
production on MagL (e.g. forestry
service companies)

Logistic operator
/ storage

Any stakeholder dedicated to
handle, store, treat and/or
re/distribute biomass, and that
could be interested in MagL
biomass

Manufacturer

Stakeholder manufacturing
products from MagL biomass (e.g.
pellets, fertilizers)

Conversion

Plants producing energy carriers
like pyrolysis oil, torrified biomass,
syngas, etc.;
Also composting plants etc. need
to be taken into account as a
competition to energy use

Final consumer

Energy consumer, which could be
interested in the utilisation of
MagL biomass

Government
bodies

Public administration bodies
carrying out the political direction
and control exercised over the
actions of the members, citizens,
or inhabitants of communities,
societies, and states;
Also local government bodies
included (e.g. municipality offices)

Permitting
authorities

Public body or service providing
licenses, official certificates or
documents granting authorization
for execution of MagLs

Associations

Associations of professionals,
companies etc. (e.g. farmers
associations)

Research /
Environmental
centres

Research and technology centres
with knowledge on ecosystems,
forestry management, or biomass
supply and conversion
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and secondary stakeholders;
they may provide tools for its
improvement, or may constrain
or boost widespread of these
practices

Social / Local
groups

Relevant social groups which may
neither be owners, nor actors of
the value chain, but which live in
the area and may have some
opinion;
The idea is to see which social
groups are near to our SEEMLA
partners (e.g. neighbours
association, NGOs, ecologist
groups, associations for local
development, etc.)

What is the stakeholders’ knowledge on the topic?


Practical (local) knowledge, technical background; knowledge on biomass quantity,
occurrence, potential, costs on transportation etc.; knowledge on conversion methods



Legal and administrative issues of MagL biomass treatment



Theoretical and scientific background, wider perspective on the topic, interlinkage with other
fields of action, contact with new technologies and methods

In contrast to the general public, stakeholders´ interests can more likely become attracted by
providing information on:


Concrete objectives, steps and measures, practical approaches and results of the project
(methodologies, modelling, technologies...); detailed information needs to be provided - general
statements is not likely to raise their interest because they have their own practical and
research experience and similar statements might appear as vague and not reliable;



Concrete benefits for them if participating on the project (getting new contacts on regional and
international level, finding out the limitations of their actions and improving its effectivity,
exchange of good practice, improving their public image);



Regular updates on how the project is proceeding (newsletter), interested events;



Contacts on actors/experts which can be relevant for their own activity (specialists in the field of
terrefocation )

When communicating with stakeholders, it is important to:


Be specific and clear: Formulating the project objectives precisely; Formulating concrete
benefits from participation on the project when establishing the communication; Formulating
their role within the project and reasons why their contribution is important;
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Providing information on what is to be expected when participating on the project in terms of
practical issues - what amount of their time is required, what kind of data/actions does it involve
etc. in following months/years;


Expressing interest on their needs: Listening to the stakeholder’s needs and problems is
very important; the expectations of the stakeholders have to be heard; we need to find out what
information exactly is the most valuable for them in the future, what can the project give them
back, etc.



Keeping the connection: Keep communicating with them also after establishing the contact e.g. keeping them updated with the help of newsletters or sending invitations to interesting
events.
3.3. Messages

The messages to be communicated are basically the aims, actions, and results of the project
translated into intelligible and clear statements which are accessible to an entire range of target
audiences. The form of the statements should also range from very simple and short, to more
expert statements which attract people with a larger knowledge base on the topic.
SEEMLA slogan
The slogan, together with the project name and the logo, creates the first impression on what is
going on in the project.
There are three slogans used - the first one is more general and simple to use, the second and the
third ones basically refer to the focus of the project. They were used separately depending on the
purpose or even together.


When biomass products from MagLs become bioenergy



An opportunity for Europe: Exploitation of biomass for bioenergy production on MagL



Setting the path for Exploitation of biomass for bioenergy production on MagL

SEEMLA key messages
Three messages which sum up the main principles, motivations for the project.


SEEMLA exploits underused resources of bioenergy: sustainable biomass production from
Marginal Land (MagL)



SEEMLA promotes sustainable energy use of biomass, which is obtained as a product from
underutilised, abandoned, or degraded land and does not jeopardize the food safety
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Sustainable utilization of biomass from MagL is in line with the efforts on best use of products
in order to promote energy, environmental and economic savings

SEEMLA specific messages
Three messages which contain more specific information on the actions of the project:


SEEMLA aims to map the potential of currently underused resources for bioenergy - biomass
from MagL, which does not compete with food and feed production.



SEEMLA will help to develop energy projects for biomass from MagL by examining its
harvesting, transport, processing and energy conversion taking into account economic,
environmental, social and legal aspects.



SEEMLA will foster information and good practices exchange about handling of biomass from
MagL to enable further application of the results in EU28.

These messages were used according to the situation and express basic general statements about
the project.
General messages are useful mostly in situations where we address a specific audience, which is
mixed or not concrete, therefore it is useful to shortly cover the entire topic.

SEEMLA targeted messages
The most effective are such communication activities, which are targeted to certain audience and
therefore can be precisely tailored.
Taking into account the two main groups of the audiences (general public and stakeholders) and
their previous characterisation, we provide messages which can be targeted to these groups (see
Table 4).
However, these concrete messages serve more like a range of issues which can raise the interest
of the audience. But still, when communicating the project, a short mental analysis of the very
concrete audience should be done first, and then most relevant topics should be extended and
stressed.
Table 4: Message - audience matrix
Audience

Messages to be communicated


General public

SEEMLA promotes the bioenergy sector, an important part of the EU 2020 target
for climate protection, which includes reduction of greenhouse gases emissions,
the increase of energy efficiency, and promoting growth of the renewable energy
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sector.


Biomass is the main source of renewable energy in the EU and SEEMLA
responds to the challenge of meeting the energy targets whilst promoting
sustainable biomass supply



SEEMLA works with biomass which is obtained as a by-product and does not
compete food production and does not affect food security and sovereignty

Primary
stakeholders 
Owner, MagL service
co.,
Logistic
operator/storage 

Secondary
stakeholders
Manufacturer,
Conversion, Final 
consumer,
Government bodies,
Permitting authorities,
Associations

Tertiary
stakeholders 
Research/
Environmental
centres, Social/ Local
groups, Other

SEEMLA is mapping the potential of MagL biomass in different regions and allows
for the exchange of information and sharing of good practices within EU28
(handbooks, guidelines)
SEEMLA aims to identify the main barriers for energy use of MagL biomass in
order to eliminate them and allow change
SEEMLA goal is implementation of actions and measures to establish new value
chains
SEEMLA wants to promote rural economy and creating of new local networks
SEEMLA provides new contacts on interesting players both in model regions and
on the level of EU28
SEEMLA will use the biomass potential assessment and model economic and
environmental costs on usual utilization pathways of MagL biomass
SEEMLA will identify administrative and legal tools required to implement and
optimise MagL utilisation pathway
SEEMLA will gather experts on problematic of MagL energy use from all EU28

3.4. Communication channels
Sharing of the messages among wide target audiences proceeded by using both media
(newspaper, TV, Radio) and non-media (visual identity, website, newsletter, events, and personal
contact) communication channels.
3.4.1. Common visual identity
Visuals create the first impression of the project that people see, and attract possible potential
audiences. The use of uniformed visual identity within all kinds of activities during the project was
essential for establishing the project name and avoiding confusion with other activities/brands etc.
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The SEEMLA logo (colour and black & white version)



The Office templates to be used for presentations and official documents
Special templates in MS Office format were created for PowerPoint presentations and official
documents.
These templates in updated versions can be found in Smartsheets.com under “SEEMLA
Documents” - “WP7”. The main font in these templates which is recommended to use is “Arial”.
3.4.2. Project website

www.seemla.eu
The official project website has been one of the key communicators and dissemination channels,
which has and will continue to be maintained by Legambiente for the next five years.
The website includes basic information for the general public as well as specific information for
stakeholders and experts.
The project website follows these criteria:
-

Main language is English but static sections are translated in all partner languages (Italian,
German, Greek and Ukrainian), as well as some specific news of information – if relevant.

-

All partners, coordinated by Legambiente, actively collaborated in translating the texts in their
national language and updated the web site by sending information, news, articles etc.

-

All partners linked www.seemla.eu website to their institutional websites.

The website includes the acknowledgement of EU funding, the EU emblem and the disclaimer, as
stated in the Horizon 2020 - Grant Agreement (Article 38.1.2). The website has also been updated
with privacy policy rules, in compliance with Directive 95/46/EC.
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The website includes the following sections:
Home page
Includes the project logo and grant agreement, a short summary of the project, 6 relevant project
news, the Newsletter Subscription form, partners’ logos, a calendar of the events, EU emblem and
disclaimer, the privacy and cookie policies.
SEEMLA – Sustainable exploitation of biomass for bioenergy from marginal lands
About the project
Includes a description of the project, the objectives and the actions; a short summary about
renewable energies in Europe; a description of the Horizon 2020 programme and the INEA - The
Innovation and Networks Executive Agency.
This page also includes data providing a general overview on the definition and use of MagL,
Feedstock Supply Concepts, Exploitation Strategies and Policy, Finance and Public Participation
for the sustainable energy use of biomass from MagL.
http://seemla.eu/en/summary/
Pilot cases
This section describes the 4 pilot cases, with pictures, maps, any other scientific information, and
technical relevant information
http://seemla.eu/en/pilot-cases/
Pressroom
Contains the archive of news, events, (press releases, articles, stakeholder interviews and
consultations, etc.), and newsletter.
http://seemla.eu/en/category/news/
http://seemla.eu/en/category/events/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/category/media/
http://seemla.eu/en/newsletter-archive/
Downloads
Includes communication material, project deliverables (guidelines, handbooks etc.),
comprehensive literature and project database, documents, etc. which can be downloaded by
users.
http://seemla.eu/en/communication-material/
http://seemla.eu/en/project-deliverables/
http://seemla.eu/en/documents/
Partners
Includes the partner descriptions and contacts.
http://seemla.eu/en/partners/
Link
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Includes useful link about the topic, national and EU legislation, and other project partners
http://seemla.eu/en/link/
Intranet section
Refers to the Smartsheet page.
http://seemla.eu/en/intranet/
Tools
This section has been created during the project implementation, in order to host the SEEMLA web
application developed by DUTH. During the project, the web application has been updated, in
order to improve its features.
http://www.seemla.eu/en/seemla-tools/

3.4.3. Communication materials: flyer and booklet
Promotion materials such as flyer and a booklet were prepared by Legambiente, in collaboration
with project partners. During the project lifetime, partners coordinated regarding other
communication and dissemination materials, when needed (i.e. banners, roll ups, folders etc.).
The flyer was produced before 31st March, 2016, and included general information about the
project.
The flyer was distributed during project events and any other relevant occasion.
The flyer was in English, but an “open” version was sent to partners, in order to be translated in
their national languages, and printed.
The

final

version

of

the

flyer

can

be

the

web

downloaded

by

the

partners

from

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home.
The

leaflet

is

also

uploaded

in

site

www.seemla.eu

for

public

use

(http://www.seemla.eu/en/communication-material/).
The printable booklet was produced before 31st May, 2016 and contains all relevant information
about the project, as well as a scientific and technical in depth analysis.
The booklet is uploaded in the web site www.seemla.eu and was updated during the project with
outcomes and other useful information.
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The SEEMLA flyer in English
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3.4.4

Newsletters

Electronic newsletters distributed via e-mail were a regular tool utilized in communicating recent
activities within the SEEMLA project. Newsletters were prepared and emailed twice a year (in June
and December) and included activities, project outcomes, updates, as well as planned
dissemination events. The newsletters were prepared by Legambiente and partners contributed by
sending their contribution and translating it. FNR, as lead partner of SEEMLA, was in charge of
writing all introductions.
The newsletters were written in English, and partners translated the documents in all partner
national languages (DE, EL, IT, UA). This required regular cooperation between all the partners on
preparing the content of newsletter, especially providing translations from their native language to
English and vice versa. All partners also contributed in disseminating the translated newsletter to
their national contacts by email.
Specifically, the newsletters were sent and published on the SEEMLA website based on the
following calendar:
-

Newsletter n.1: released on July 27, 2016

-

Newsletter n.2. released on December 22, 2016

-

Newsletter n.3: released on July 14, 2017

-

Newsletter n.4: released on December 22, 2017

-

Newsletter n.5: released on July 25, 2018

-

Newsletter n.6: released on December 21, 2018

3.4.5. Media: press releases and articles
During the course of the project, media activities were carried out both at national and at the
European level. All partners, coordinated by Legambiente, collaborated in ensuring regular media
appearances of the project by publishing articles, press releases, interviews etc. at national level;
Legambiente was in charge of media relations at EU level and was responsible for publishing
press releases in relation to the main events organised.
Media activities were carried out through:
-

Press releases

-

Articles

To facilitate this task, Legambiente prepared a template for articles and press releases, which was
sent to all partners, with the aim of drafting common guidelines for external communication.
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Legambiente also prepared a media mailing list which was made available to disperse articles and
press releases.

4. Overview of the communication activities
Table 5: Communication activities summary
Task

Timing

Useful information

Language

Visual identity

M3

Logo, Office templates:
to be found on smartsheet.com under WP7

-

Website

M3

Internet address: www.SEEMLA.eu

EN, EL, DE,
IT, UA

Promotional materials

M3

Flyers, booklet and any other material
defined throughout project lifetime

EN, EL, DE,
IT, UA

Newsletter

One every 6
months

Each partner distributed the newsletter to
their national contacts

EN, EL, DE,
IT, UA

Media articles and
press releases

Always

Published in the project website

EN, EL, DE,
IT, UA

Awareness raising, dissemination events and transferring knowledge activities

To facilitate the implementation of pilot actions, to support the achievement of the expected results,
and to transfer knowledge and mutual learning to a specific targeted audience, the project has
foreseen different types of events.
The internal list “SEEMLA outreach activities” is available on Smartsheet.com and has been
regularly filled in with relevant events by all the partners. The list of events was also used for
dissemination of the results as discussed in following chapters.
The events will be displayed and promoted in project websites and with the help of the newsletter
and other appropriate channels. It is very important to support event organization and
implementation with appropriate communication and dissemination activities.
When organising an event, there are some common rules to respect, in particular:


Prepare extensively for the event in advance



Develop an agenda that explicitly provides time for stakeholder input



Keep events short (generally less than 1½ hours)
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Publicize open events at least a month in advance



Be sensitive to event timing and location



Have a clear agenda



Provide handouts



Devote at least a third of the event to allow stakeholders to informally share their thoughts,
opinions, and concerns



In events with multiple actors, anticipate what new stakeholders want to discuss and ask them
beforehand



Communicate with stakeholders after the event to learn about their key issues

The awareness raising, dissemination events and transferring knowledge activities foreseen by the
project can be summarized as described in the following sections.

4.1. Awareness Events

The format of the awareness events was not defined, as this kind of event was organized
according to local features and needs: so, each partner decided the type of the events that could
accomplish the aim of this task in the best possible way.
Table 6: Structure of an “Awareness raising” event
EVENT
Awareness
Raising

AIM

TARGET

ISSUES TREATED

TIMING

TOOLS

involving local key
stakeholders,
developing
a
strategy for private
investors
and
fostering
the
engagement
of
policy makers

Public
and
private
owners,
farmers,
foresters,
retailers,
investors,
policy
makers and
public
planners

MagL definition, MagL
exploitation
opportunities, impacts
of bioenergy, local
development
opportunities, business
opportunities

between the
5th and the
34th month of
the project

Round tables,
technical
workshop,
specific
meetings etc.
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4.2. Dissemination activities
Dissemination activities are separated into two different categories, on one hand the events aimed
at showing results for similar organizations and were targeted on biomass supply chain actors not
directly involved in the project; on the other hand the aim was to involve those stakeholders who
have the possibility or power to affect decisions.
Table 7: Structure of a “Dissemination activities” event
EVENT

Dissemination
activities

AIM

TARGET

ISSUES
TREATED

TIMING

Disseminating
results achieved
to a selected
audience

Other supply
chain
actors
not
directly
involved in the
project;
stakeholders
that can affect
decisions
(National and
EU legislators,
associations,
standard
making bodies,
etc.)

Project
objective,
actions and
results;
MagL
utilisation

between the
6th and 36th
month of the
project

TOOLS

4 workshops (1 each
partner country) with
the aim of sharing
knowledge
Participation in 18
national/international
events and exhibitions:
a) each partner
(country) has presented
the project in 1
international event + 4
national events
b) Legambiente has
presented the project in
1 international event +
2 national events
One final conference
addressed to an
institutional audience to
illustrate project results
and promote the
adoption of a common
EU methodology has
taken place

4.3. Policy dialogue and mutual learning
This action aimed to promote discussion, and transfer knowledge and mutual learning based on
the results of the work package 3, “Policy and Administrative regulations for biomass production on
MagL for bioenergy”. Due to the scientific and technical content of the action, this task was
coordinated by Legambiente in collaboration with FNR.
Table 8: Structure of a “Policy dialogue and mutual learning” event
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EVENT

AIM

TARGET

ISSUES
TREATED

Policy
dialogue and
mutual
learning

Promoting
a
process
of
discussion,
transfer
of
knowledge,
mutual learning,
standardization
and coordination
both
at
a
scientific
and
political
level,
based on the
results of the
policy
review
developed
in
WP3.

Scientific and
technological
community,
political and
institutional
sector

The definition and
characterization
of
MagL,
the
exploitation
practices
for
bioenergy
production,
sustainability
criteria
with
respect
to
environment and
social-economy
applicable to the
biomass
exploitation from
MagLs;
the
analysis
of
policies,
regulations,
administrative
barriers

TIMING

between the
6th and 34th
month of the
project

TOOLS

4
live
themed
webinar events for
scientists
and
experts
2
live
themed
webinar events for
policy makers
2
international
symposia,
involving
all
relevant
actors:
scientists
and
policy makers

5. Reporting of communication and dissemination activities
The two main tools for organising and reporting of communication and dissemination activities
which had been used in the project are described below:


SEEMLA in Media

The partners included all the info about dissemination activities, e.g. publishing articles, press
releases, interviews etc., in the above-mentioned Smartsheet section.


SEEMLA Events

Besides uploading all relevant info on Smartsheet, the partners also filled out an “event reporting
template”, prepared by Legambiente, for the purpose of gathering all relevant information and
enclosing the agenda, the participants list, pictures etc.
The template could be downloaded by partners from https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home
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SEEMLA Template for Event
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5.1. Obligation to use EU emblem and acknowledgement1

Any communication activity related to the action (including in electronic form, via social
media, etc.) and any infrastructure, equipment and major results funded by the grant and
any dissemination of results (in any form, including electronic) must:
(a) Display the EU emblem and
(b) Include the following text:
For communication activities:
“This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 691874”.
“The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the author. The European Union is not
responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.”
For infrastructure, equipment and major results:
“This [infrastructure][equipment][insert type of result] is part of a project that has received funding
from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 691874”.
EU emblem used:
When displayed together with another logo, the EU emblem must have appropriate prominence.

Article 29 of Grant Agreement: Advance notice on dissemination
A beneficiary that intends to disseminate its results must give advance notice to the other
beneficiaries of — unless agreed otherwise — at least 45 days, together with sufficient information
on the results it will disseminate.
Any other beneficiary may object within — unless agreed otherwise — 30 days of receiving
notification, if it can show that its legitimate interests in relation to the results or background would
be significantly harmed. In such cases, the dissemination may not take place unless appropriate
steps are taken to safeguard these legitimate interests.
1

Internal document: SEEMLA Grant Agreement No. 691874
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5.2. Defining the results
Dissemination was defined as disclosing results to the public by any appropriate means. The
obligation of dissemination of results was fulfilled by organizing or participating to national and
international events, and by using the institutional SEEMLA media tools (website, newsletters,
articles etc.).
Within the communication or dissemination activities was considered crucial to share the achieved
result in wider context. For that purpose, short summaries of each Work Package were provided
(Table 9), in two different versions - one simple version for general public and one for more expert
audience. This text was made available to the consortium so to be used when introducing the
achieved results of a certain package or within communication activities as well.
Also, it served for the project website and promotional materials to provide basic overview about
the particular actions of the project. Moreover, it was used for the summaries of deliverables
mentioned in previous chapter.
Table 9: Description of actions and results within SEEMLA Work Packages
WP
number
name

and

WP2:
Understanding
Marginal Lands –
Concept, indicator
selection, evaluation
criteria

Description for general public

Description for expert audience

The overall objective of this WP is to
set the methodological and theoretical
basis for the SEEMLA project by
reviewing the common understanding
of MagL in all its categories. This cover
an overview and understanding of the
scientific debate, status quo of
sustainability constraints (together with
WP4), assessment of MagL availability,
plant varieties (herbaceous and woody
biomass), MagL harvesting techniques,
transport and logistics and issues of
final (energy) conversion pathways in
the perspective of the MagL debate. In
detail the aim is to set basic criteria that
can be used to identify and map
MagLs.
These criteria are selected upon the
scientific and political (together with
WP3) debate and provide measures for
a clear understanding and common
assessment of MagLs for biomass
cropping. This WP focuse on technical
matters whereas WP3 covers political
and administrational issues, while WP4
covers sustainability aspects.

An overview of MagL issues is given
like
status
quo
sustainability
constrains (with WP4), assessment
of MagL availability, evaluation of
suitable MagL for crops growing,
harvesting techniques on MagL,
transportation and logistics, and
issues of final (energy) conversion in
the perspective of the MagL debate.
The overview of known bioenergy
plants and the study of the
possibility of their growing on the
acidic and saline land, on the lands
of
insufficient
and
excessive
moisture and other types of MagL
are developed.
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This task also covers the quality and
quantity of biomass that could be
obtained from various bioenergy
plants on MagL. A concise selection
of bioenergy plants and categories
of MagL for cultivation is carried out
in
accordance
with
Directive
28/2009/EU.
The
results
are
collected in a database (catalogue),

which contains the ability to
determine the feasibility of growing a
certain bioenergy plant in a
particular category of MagL. The
potential recipients of the results
could be companies interested in
growing bioenergy crops on MagL or
regions wanting to develop their
unused lands.
Guidelines for the methodology and
a basic GIS model for the EU
countries is provided but the
development of a methodology
ready
for
use
from
EU28
stakeholders is a task that exceeds
the capacities of this project.
WP3:
Policy and
administrative
regulations for
biomass production on
MagL for bioenergy

The overall aim of the WP3 is to
reinforce regional, national, and EU
policies by a systematic analysis of the
legal, policy, financial, and governance
frameworks. This is done primarily in
the model regions and secondly in the
EU 28 regarding energetic use of
feedstock from MagL. This WP
provides recommendations to the EC
for
appropriate
and
practical
improvements in the sustainable
feedstock supply from MagL.
A strategy paper on how to tackle
bottlenecks in national and EU
strategies and legislation is elaborated
and presented to the EC and national
decision makers.
Results implemented in the model
regions and presented/discussed in the
national workshops or other adequate
measures of such kind.

WP4:
Environmental and
socio-economic
assessment

This
WP
contributes
to
the
comprehensive
sustainability
assessment executed in the SEEMLA
project by covering the main pillars of
sustainability, namely environmental,
economic, and social issues. The basic
aim of WP 4 is to provide a complete
analysis
of
the
socio-economic
performance and the environmental
implications of both the general MagL
use options referring to WP 6 and all
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The WP3 develops solutions and
recommendations for better policy,
legal, governance, and public
frameworks to build up sustainable
supply chains with feedstock from
MagL. It is also built upon results
from previous activities and past and
current projects at local and
European level within the different
support
schemes
(IEE,
FP7,
INTERREG, etc.).
Furthermore it seeks out to consider
policy lessons and experiences from
other countries/regions which are
not part of the project. A strategy
report on how to tackle bottlenecks
in national and EU strategies and
legislation
is
elaborated
and
presented to the EC and national
decision makers. Results are
implemented in the model regions
and presented/discussed in the
national
workshops
or
other
adequate measures of such kind.
The
socio-economic
and
environmental assessment is split
up in three tasks: the Life cycle
assessment,
the
Life
cycle
environmental impact assessment
and
the
socio-economic
assessment. These are preceded by
a task establishing all definitions and
settings ensuring the equivalent
accomplishment of all tasks.

specific SEEMLA case study sites
referring to WP 5.
With this, the stakeholders are provided
with quantitative data and qualitative
information about both, all core
sustainability indicators with respect to
the three pillars of sustainability and all
respective optimization potentials. With
this, they have a profound basis at
hand to decide via socio-economic and
environmental aspects which bioenergy
schemes on which MagL may be
feasible under which conditions.

Definitions and settings: this task
establishes the scope and goals of
the assessment and provides all the
initial
settings,
including
technological parameters.
Perform life cycle assessment
(LCA): evaluation of environmental
impacts associated with the general
SEEMLA value chains identified in
WP2 and the value chains in the
specific pilot cases established in
WP5, each of them in comparison to
their reference systems. This is be
done by means of LCA.
Life cycle environmental impact
assessment (LC-EIA) is performed
addressing
site-specific
environmental impacts with a
generic (life-cycle) approach, which
are not considered in LCAs but are
important especially with biomass
provision systems.

Socio-economic assessment:
overview of economic and social
implications of the SEEMLA value
chains identified in WP2 and more
specific.
WP5:
Bioenergy production
on MagL in pilot cases

Within the WP5, SEEMLA carry out 4
pilot experiences of MagL biomass
utilization in 3 European countries:
Germany (Lusatia), Ukraine and
Greece (Macedonia/Thrace).
Starting from an active interaction with
local
companies,
final
biomass
consumer,
local
authorities
and
permitting bodies, the different MagL
biomass are identified. The most
relevant and feasible biomass types are
object of specific insight in economic,
legal and sustainability issues.
A pilot experience is carried out based
on a promising MagL biomass type,
meaning
the
supply
chain
is
implemented, monitored and evaluated.

WP6:
SEEMLA approach
development:
applications,

The WP6 facilitates a vital exchange of
information and experiences in between
relevant players external to the project
and
between
these
external
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The WP5 aims to create 4 pilot
experiences for MagL biomass in
Germany (Lusatia), Ukraine and
Greece (Macedonia/Thrace).
For this purpose the following steps
are achieved: identify MagL, suitable
feedstocks and develop supply
concepts,
identify
conversion
pathways and determine economic
and sustainability in the 3 European
countries,
develop
the
local
feedstock
sustainable
supply
strategy,
accompany
local
authorities in decision making,
planning
and
monitoring
and
analyse the pilot experiences.

The WP6 bundles and spreads
information
gathered
through
network activities as well as by
offering the SEEMLA results to the

guidebooks and policy
recommendations

stakeholders and the SEEMLA project.
It aims to create an EU expert network
for a better and easier exchange of
information for the use of feedstock of
such kind.
What are the keys for MagL biomass
exploitation? What are key elements in
the implementation of the value chain?
SEEMLA produces two summary
documents targeting both questions.
First a guide with good practices
observed which favour and contribute
the promotion and success of MagL
value: policies, support mechanisms,
intersectional alliances, etc.
Second a specific handbook describing
the logistics and operations of different
MagLs, supply chains, aiming to show
alternatives for the harvest, handling
and treatment of different MagLs and
biomass resources.

WP7:
Dissemination and
Use of Results

EU wide audience, aiming to build a
long lasting active discussion,
feedback and references’ platform.
Furthermore, the experience gained
and the steps achieved by the model
regions is also used to raise
awareness of potential regional
authorities. A major goal of this
activity is not only to leverage the
commitment
of
the
project
participants but also to receive a
confirmed commitment from external
stakeholders to implement project
results at other locations.
Keys for success of MagL biomass
exploitation
are
a
precious
information for awareness raising
and
further
promotion
and
widespread of MagL utilization.
Two principal materials are designed
into SEEMLA. First a summary of
guidelines useful for policy makers
and stakeholders able to drive
changes towards a larger utilization
of MagL biomass, derived from real
cases analysis and direct contact
with key actors in model regions and
EU28.
Second
a
handbook
describing current MagL chains in
operation, available information for
sharing know-how and promoting
the dissemination of new MagL
biomass product chains along EU28.

The activities in WP7 focuses on
communication, dissemination and
exploitation of project results. The key
recipients
are
experts,
officials,
businesses and general public in the
EU28 member states.

The activities in WP7 focuses on
communication and dissemination of
project results among various target
groups in the EU28 member states
(civil servants, citizens, experts,
businesses, municipalities, etc.).

The main objective is to raise
awareness on the potential of energy
utilisation of biomass from MagL. Main
tool for dissemination is the project
website SEEMLA.eu, regular newsletter
and public events such as workshops
and conferences.

The main goal is to develop
concrete
plans
on
how
to
communicate,
disseminate
and
exploit project results from other
working packages and to report
these activities afterwards. The main
tools
are
dissemination
and
exploitation plans, project website,
regular
newsletter,
promotional
materials and various events such
as workshops and conferences.

The exploitation of project results is
facilitated by regular planning and
reporting during the course of the
project.
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6. Internal communication

6.1. Objectives
While cooperation is the keystone of reaching the project objectives, ensuring smooth
internal communication within the Consortium has been essential during the whole project
duration.

Generally, frequent problems with communication among project partners involve:


Differences in expectations



People surprised by others´ requirements because they don’t keep them informed



The state of the project/WP is not known



Requirements are not explained and the partners don´t know what is expected from them

Partners’ contacts were in the Smartsheet file, specifically created to facilitate communication and
files sharing: https://app.smartsheet.com/b/home. In regard to this platform; all SEEMLA project
practices adhered to the General Data Protection Regulation guidelines in order to ensure data
remained protected and private.
Therefore, it was asked that partners:


Always keep contacts updated



Always keep partners informed on the progress of work packages



Always promptly respond to partners emails



Meet deadlines, communicating any problem in time



Be always polite and respectful of others' work

In order to avoid these problems, the ways of communication and communication channels among
partners, were discussed and implemented during the project.

6.2. Communication channels

Day to day communication
The channels for day to day communication were predominantly emails, phone calls and tools
within Smartsheet.com. The overall topics to discuss were shared with respective partners with use
of the mailing list which can be found in Smartsheets.com under “SEEMLA Contacts” - “Mailing
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list”. If the partner required input/feedback from other partners, it was clearly formulated and set
into context with other activities.

When requesting the input from partners, following issues were made clear:
What exactly is the required input? To which Task and Work Package does it belong? For
what purpose will be used, why is it important?
Describing the context and purpose of the input was crucial for proper delivery of it. It was asked to
partners to be specific, clear and as brief as possible.
What is the deadline?
The deadlines for inputs/feedbacks was respected; if for some reason they could not be observed,
the partner were informed as soon as this became clear with suggestion of a new delivery.
In what form should be the input delivered?
Input/feedback were delivered in the required form (via email, via Smartsheet.com etc.) or via
email, if not specified.
If something was not clear about the required input, the responsible partner contacted and asked
as soon as possible to provide explanation to avoid confusion later on, which could have been
compromised the delivery of useful inputs/feedback.

6.3. Meetings
The regular project meeting took place once in six months and provided space for sharing the state
of each work package with other partners, discussing the results and topics concerning the running
of the project. The date and venue discussed among the partners based on other circumstances in
order to organise it in the most beneficial way, e.g. with combination with other events or
workshops. All the info (Agenda, logistic info, power points) were circulated by emails and
displayed in Smartsheet.com (in the sheet “SEEMLA Events”).
6.4. Trouble shooting
In case of problems or disputes among project partners, which could harm the project, the
coordinator (WP1, FNR) was contacted and always tried to provide a solution or contact to other
relevant persons (such as the PO). However, it was stated at the beginning of the project that all
project partners have a voice and a vote considering any issues that arose.
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7.5 ANNEX I – FINAL UPDATES

Project website
The official project website www.seemla.eu has been one of the key communication and
dissemination channels, which will be maintained for the project lifetime and afterwards.
The web site includes all relevant information about the project (summary, objective, and actions)
information about pilot cases, a press room and a download section, which includes all
communication tools of the project. Furthermore, the web site, translated in the five project
languages (EN– main - DE, EL, IT, UA), has a link and partners page, an intranet page referring to
the Smartsheet projects’ page and the web based GIS tool, developed by Greek partners (see
D6.2). The website has been online since 25 March 2016 and is constantly updated with news and
events (see following table).

Website home page
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LIST OF PUBLISHED NEWS ON THE SEEMLA WEB SITE
Date

News title

Link

25 March 2016

SEEMLA website is online!

29 March 2016
29 May 2016

SEEMLA project has been presented in
Brussels
Bioenergy Workshop, 2 March, 2016 at
INEA, Brussels

10 June 2016

A delegation from SEEMLA project
participated at TEAM relay in Berlin

13 June 2016

Greek Alternate Minister of
Environment & Energy meets with the
General Secretary of the Decentralised
Administration of Macedonia Thrace

13 July 2016

Second SEEMLA project meeting took
place in Germany on 22-23 June, 2016

21 July 2016

Characterization of marginal lands in
pilot areas: successfully completed the
field visit to the study sites in Greece

27 July 2016

SEEMLA Newsletter No. 1

5 August 2016

International Study Tour organized by
Bioenergy4Business on 29/30
September 2016 in Aarhus, Denmark

13 and 21
September 2016

Visit of Vietnamese delegation at FNR

7 November
2016

Third SEEMLA partners meeting in
Rome – 8/9 November 2016

7 November
2016

Rome, 9 November 2016: SEEMLA
national workshop “Exploring marginal
lands for biomass and bioenergy
production: the Italian scenario”

10 November
2016

SEEMLA 3rd Project Meeting and 1st
National Workshop in Rome, Italy (8 –
9 November 2016)

23 November
2016

Berlin, 28 March 2017, 2nd SEEMLA
national workshop about “Marginal
lands in Germany: evaluation, use and
potentials”
SEEMLA Newsletter No. 2

22 December
2016
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http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/03/25/ne
ws-1/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/03/29/obj
ective-news/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/05/02/bio
energy-workshop-2-march-2016-at-ineabrussels/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/06/10/adelegation-from-seemla-projectparticipated-at-team-relay-in-berlin/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/06/13/gre
ek-alternate-minister-of-environmentenergy-meets-with-the-generalsecretary-of-the-decentralisedadministration-of-macedonia-thrace/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/07/13/sec
ond-seemla-project-meeting-took-placein-germany-on-22-23-june-2016/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/characterization
-of-marginal-lands-in-pilot-areassuccessfully-completed-the-field-visit-tothe-sudy-sites-in-greece/
http://seemla.eu/en/2016/07/27/seemlanewsletter-no-1/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/08/05/inte
rnational-study-tour-organized-bybioenergy4business-on-2930-september2016-in-aarhus-denmark/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/09/13/visit
-of-vietnamese-delegation-at-fnr/
http://seemla.eu/en/2016/09/21/seemlavisit-of-vietnamese-delegation-at-fnr/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/11/07/thir
d-seemla-partners-meeting-in-rome-89november-2016/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/11/07/rom
e-9-november-2016-seemla-nationalworkshop-exploring-marginal-lands-forbiomass-and-bioenergy-production-theitalian-scenario/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/11/10/see
mla-3rd-project-meeting-and-1stnational-workshop-in-rome-italy-8-9november-2016/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2016/11/23/berl
in-28-march-2017-2nd-seemla-nationalworkshop-about-marginal-lands-ingermany-evaluation-use-and-potentials/
http://seemla.eu/en/2016/12/22/seemlanewsletter-no-2/

4 January 2017

The SEEMLA project presented to the
Deputy Minister of Environment and
Energy by DAMT

7 March 2017

25th April 2017: 1st SEEMLA
International Symposium

24 March 2017

Conference “Regional Government –
Forests – Environment- Spatial
planning (Forest Mapping)”

31 March 2017
31 March 2017

2nd National SEEMLA Workshop in
Berlin
First SEEMLA international symposium

30 April 2017

Join the EUBCE 12-15 June 2017

2 May 2017

30 May 2017 – 3rd National Workshop
in Lutsk, Ukraine

3 May 2017

18 May 2017

Visit SEEMLA at LIGNA 2017 on 22
May, 2017
EGU Vienna – 1st International
Symposium in SEEMLA successfully
completed
SEEMLA at EUBCE 2017 in Stockholm

27 May 2017

SEEMLA at LIGNA 2017 Hanover

27 May 2017

GHG accounting and mitigation event
in Brussels

17 June 2017

Tack så mycket – 25th EUBCE 2017!

5 July 2017

12-13 September 2017, 2nd
Bioeconomy Congress at Stuttgart
(Germany)
4-7 September 2017, DBG Conference
at Göttingen (Germany)

3 May 2017

5 July 2017

14 July 2017

SEEMLA Newsletter No. 3 – Stay
tuned for news in SEEMLA in summer!

8 September
2017

Project partner IBC&SB’s on a field trip
to visit a SEEMLA pilot case

8 September
2017

FNR and SEEMLA at the DBG
Conference in Göttingen

15 September
2017

IFEU participated at the 2nd
International Bioeconomy Congress in
Stuttgart
18th Congress of Hellenic Forestry
Society & International Workshop

15 October 2017
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http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/01/04/theseemla-project-presented-to-the-deputyminister-of-environment-and-energy-bydamt/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/03/07/25t
h-april-2017-1st-seemla-internationalsymposium/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/03/24/con
ference-regional-government-forestsenvironment-spatial-planning-forestmapping/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/03/31/2nd
-national-seemla-workshop-in-berlin/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/03/31/egu
-general-assembly-2017/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/04/30/join
-the-eubce-12-15-june-2017/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/05/02/30may-2017-3rd-national-workshop-inlutsk-ukraine/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/05/03/visit
-seemla-at-ligna-2017-on-22-may-2017/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/05/05/egu
-vienna-1st-international-symposium-inseemla-successfully-completed/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/05/18/see
mla-at-eubce-2017-in-stockhom/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/05/27/see
mla-at-ligna-2017-hanover/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/05/27/ghg
-accounting-and-mitigation-event-inbrussels/
http://www.seemla.eu/en/2017/06/17/tac
k-sa-mycket-25th-eubce-2017/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/07/05/12-13sept-2017-2nd-bioeconomy-congressstuttgart/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/07/05/4-7-sept2017-dbg-conference-gottingengermany/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/07/14/seemlanewsletter-no-3-stay-tuned-for-news-inseemla-in-summer/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/09/08/projectpartner-ibcsbs-on-a-field-trip-to-seemlapilot-case/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/09/08/fnr-andseemla-at-the-dbg-conference-ingottingen/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/09/15/ifeuparticipated-at-the-2nd-internationalbioeconomy-congress-in-stuttgart/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/10/15/18thcongress-of-hellenic-forestry-societyinternational-workshop/

24 November
2017

30 November
2017
1 December
2017

4th SEEMLA national workshop:
“Exploiting the potentialities of biomass
production on MagLs in the
Mediterranean region”
SEEMLA: 5th project meeting in
Thessaloniki, Greece

15 December
2017

November 28/30, 2017: SEEMLA
National Workshop, Project Meeting &
Field trip
Join the 3° SEEMLA webinar about the
Ukrainian experience on sustainable
biomass production on marginal lands
SEEMLA pilot cases: read the updates
from the national sites

22 December
2017

SEEMLA Newsletter No. 4 – Merry
Christmas to you all!

20 February
2018

BE-Sustainable magazine: The
potential of marginal lands for
bioenergy
Join the 4° SEEMLA webinar
“Sustainable biomass production on
marginal lands: the Greek innovation
contribution”
BE-Sustainable magazine: Unveiling
the bioenergy potential of marginal
lands through geospatial analysis
SEEMLA keynote speech was held
during the “Industrial Crops in Evros”
workshop (Orestiada, Greece)

1 December
2017

21 February
2018

6 March 2018

16 March 2018

16 April 2018

GET READY! 15 May 2018 at EUBCE
– Sustainable biomass production from
marginal lands: potentialities and
challenges in the european context

26 April 2018

The EU Sustainable Energy Week
2018 (EUSEW18) will be back for its
13th Edition this June

26 April 2018

Mapping marginal land for bioenergy:
the SEEMLA approach

20 May 2018

The Second SEEMLA International
Symposium at EUBCE 2018

17 July 2018

SEEMLA project in the EUBCE
Conference Proceedings

17 July 2018

SEEMLA survey invitation: tell us about
your experience about marginal lands
and biomass exploitation
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http://seemla.eu/en/2017/11/24/4thseemla-national-workshop-exploiting-thepotentialities-of-biomass-production-onmagls-in-the-mediterranean-region/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/11/30/seemla4th-national-workshop-and-5th-projectmeeting-in-thessaloniki-greece/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/12/01/novembe
r-2830-2017-seemla-national-workshopproject-meeting-field-trip/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/12/01/join-the3-seemla-webinar/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/12/15/seemlapilot-cases-read-the-updates-from-thenational-sites/
http://seemla.eu/en/2017/12/22/seemlanewsletter-no-4-merry-christmas-to-youall/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/02/20/biobased
-future-publication-the-potential-ofmarginal-lands-for-bioenergy/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/02/21/join-the4-seemla-webinar-sustainable-biomassproduction-on-marginal-lands-the-greekinnovation-contribution/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/03/06/unveiling
-the-bioenergy-potential-of-marginallands-through-geospatial-analysis/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/03/16/seemlakeynote-speech-was-held-during-theindustrial-crops-in-evros-workshoporestiada-greece/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/04/16/save-thedate-15-may-2018-at-eubce-sustainablebiomass-production-from-marginal-landspotentialities-and-challenges-in-theeuropean-context/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/04/26/the-eusustainable-energy-week-2018eusew18-will-be-back-for-its-13thedition-this-june/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/04/26/mappingmarginal-land-for-bioenergy-the-seemlaapproach/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/05/20/thesecond-seemla-international-symposiumat-eubce-2018/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/07/17/seemlaproject-in-the-eubce-conferenceproceedings/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/07/17/seemlasurvey-invitation-tell-us-about-yourexperience-about-marginal-lands-andbiomass-exploitation/

25 July 2018

SEEMLA Newsletter No. 5

17 September
2018

SAVE THE DATE: Fuels of the future
2019 – International conference on
renewable mobility 21/22 January 2019
– Citycube Berlin

18 September
2018

6th November 2018: Seemla national
workshop in Ukraine

22 September
2018

9 November 2018: Join us for the 5th
SEEMLA THEMED WEBINAR

25 September
2018

12 November 2018: Join us for the 6th
SEEMLA THEMED WEBINAR

25 September
2018

SAVE THE DATE: SEEMLA FINAL
EVENT and joint ADVANCEFUELSEEMLA Workshop, Bruxelles 20th
and 21st November 2018
SEEMLA final conference: highlights
and projects’s achievements

4 December
2018
10 December
2018

SEEMLA publication in SOIL:
“Assessment and quantification of
marginal lands for biomass production
in Europe using soil-quality indicators”

http://seemla.eu/en/2018/07/25/seemlanewsletter-no-5/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/09/17/save-thedate-fuels-of-the-future-2019international-conference-on-renewablemobility-21-22-january-2019-citycubeberlin/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/09/18/6thnovember-2018-seemla-nationalworkshop-in-ukraine/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/09/22/9november-2018-join-us-for-the-5thseemla-themed-webinar/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/09/25/12november-2018-join-us-for-the-6ththemed-webinar/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/09/25/save-thedate-seemla-final-event-bruxelles-20thand-21st-november-2018/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/12/04/seemlafinal-conference-highlights-andprojectss-achievements/
http://seemla.eu/en/2018/12/10/seemlapublication-in-soil-assessment-andquantification-of-marginal-lands-forbiomass-production-in-europe-using-soilquality-indicators/

LIST OF PUBLISHED NEWS ON THE PARTNERS WEB SITE
Date

Partner

Link

26 January 2016

FNR

https://www.fnr.de/internationales/europaeische-projekte/seemla/

13 April 2016

FNR

https://www.fnr.de/internationales/europaeische-projekte/seemla/

22 April 2016

IFEU

https://www.ifeu.de/index.php?seite=archiv_aktuelles

30 June 2016

FNR

https://infobrief.fnr.de/index.php?id=11373

5 August 2016

IFEU

20 September 2016

FNR

15 November 2016

FNR

22 November 2016

FNR

https://www.ifeu.de/
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews[year]=2016
&tx_ttnews[month]=09&tx_ttnews[day]=21&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=9325
&cHash=61b03c2c77a012c6d26f4160f8e4da1f
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2016&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=11&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=15&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=9435&cHash=c1040dab0c86137a021818
20d95faad5
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2016&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=11&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=22&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=9445&cHash=92759063e0b12a37500192
4332ff9061
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https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2016&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=12&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=22&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=9512&cHash=53ed4a0efc9fefe8cb1880f3
e515340a

22 December 2016

FNR

31 January 2017

IFEU

29 March 2017

FNR

29 March 2017

FNR

29 March 2017

FNR

26 April

FNR

28 April 2017

FNR

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wibke-baumgarten-29785a15/recentactivity/
https://www.dbges.de/de/kommissionen/bodenschutz-undbodentechnologie

28 April 2017

FNR

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wibke-baumgarten-29785a15/recentactivity/
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news
%5D=9825&cHash=bb6bc5ec89870afe657411903c6fbe63

3 May 2017

IFEU

24 May 2017

FNR

12 June 2017

FNR

17 June 2017

FNR

14 July 2017

FNR

11 September 2017

FNR

30 November 2017

FNR

22 December 2017

FNR

31 January 2018

FNR

13 April 2018

IFEU

https://www.ifeu.de/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/2nd-national-seemla-workshop-berlinwibke-baumgarten
https://www.researchgate.net/project/SEEMLA-SustainableExploitation-of-Biomass-for-Bioenergy-from-Marginal-Lands-MagL-inEurope
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2017&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=03&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=30&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=9693&cHash=223d03168994d8842290f2
8b60e6eae7

https://www.ifeu.de/
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news
%5D=9886&cHash=c81efa71bcdf117297c62be4849824a4
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wibke-baumgarten29785a15/detail/recent-activity/
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2017&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=06&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=19&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=9909&cHash=9fd1ca8895e4c2831c2a7a
d970df08cf
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2017&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=07&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=14&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=10061&cHash=9847fb328e93e8d3dd1bd
2ff3a8cb19f
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2017&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=09&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=11&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=10135&cHash=84350594578423407c18e
98c966d38ff
https://international.fnr.de/eu-activities/european-projects/seemla/
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2017&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=12&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=22&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=10427&cHash=576fa580f8edfc9ca05bde
0c6412c332
https://international.fnr.de/service/news/news/?tx_ttnews%5Byear%5
D=2018&tx_ttnews%5Bmonth%5D=01&tx_ttnews%5Bday%5D=31&t
x_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=10494&cHash=f3ced5670d8b87deb34db
1c039a059fd
https://www.ifeu.de/en/seemla-new-publications-and-announcementof-2nd-international-symposium/
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24 July

IFEU

19 October 2018

IFEU

https://www.ifeu.de/en/seemla-survey-about-your-experience-aboutmarginal-lands-and-biomass-exploitation/
https://www.ifeu.de/en/save-the-date-seemla-final-event-andadvancefuel-seemla-workshop-20th-and-21st-november-2018/

Newsletters

Electronic newsletters distributed via e-mail were a regular tool for communicating activities carried
out within SEEMLA project. Newsletters were prepared and emailed twice a year and contained
articles on both local activities and general topics regarding the problematic and inform the public
and the stakeholders about events, articles, results and projects updates. The newsletter were
coordinated by Legambiente and partners contributed on preparing the content and translating it in
their national languages (DE, EL, IT, UA).
Partners also contributed in disseminating the translated newsletter to their national contacts.
LIST OF PUBLISHED NEWSLETTERS
Newsletter

Date

Focus on

Full version

Number #1

29 July 2016

WHAT ARE ‘MARGINAL LANDS’
(MAGL)? By The Institute
of Bioenergy Crops and Sugar Beet
(IB&SB)

http://www.seemla.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2016/08/SEE
MLA-Newsletter-July-2016.pdf

Number #2

22 November 2016

Establishment, developing,
implementing and monitoring of
pilot cases in three European
countries. By the Brandenburg
University of Technology Cottbus Senftenberg

http://www.seemla.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/01/See
mla-Newsletter-2_December2016.pdf

Number #3

14 July 2017

Number #4

22 December 2017

Number #5

25 July 2018

Number #6

21 December 2018

Awareness and dissemination
events
Mapping of marginal lands in
Europe: Developing the SEEMLA
Tools. By DUTH
Second International Symposium
during the 26th European Biomass
Conference and Exhibition
(EUBCE) in Copenhagen
The SEEMLA final conference
cooperative event to H2020 EU
funded ADVANCEFUEL project
workshop that presented the results
of the project pilot cases
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http://www.seemla.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/SEE
MLA-Newsletter-3.pdf
http://www.seemla.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/SEE
MLA-Newsletter-4.pdf
http://seemla.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/12/SEE
MLA-Newsletter-5-1.pdf
http://seemla.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/12/SEE
MLA-Newsletter-6.pdf

Media: press releases and articles

During the whole duration of the project all partners, coordinated by Legambiente carried out
media activities both at a national and European level, ensuring regular media appearances of the
project by publishing articles, press releases, interviews etc.
To facilitate this task, Legambiente prepared a template (see D7.5 Templates and cooperate
design for articles, press releases, media reports, project newsletters) for articles and press
releases, which was sent to all partners, with the aim of drafting common guidelines for external
communication.
LIST OF PUBLISHED ARTICLES AND INTERVIEWS
Country

Partner

Language

Date

Media (magazine,
daily newspaper,
periodical, web
etc)

Title

“Bioenergie da terre
marginali, Il progetto
“Seemla” coinvolge
otto partner, fra cui
Legambiente, e quattro
paesi”

#1

Italy

Legambiente

Italian

May 2016

La Nuova Ecologia
magazine

#2

Germany

BTU

German

May 2016

Report in BTU CS
journal

Nachhaltige produktion
von biomasse

Agravery

Локальна енергетика:
як верба може
замінити газ та як
заробити на такій
альтернативі

#3

Ukraine

Salix

Ukrainian

February
2017

Full article at:
http://agravery.com/uk/
posts/show/lokalnaenergetika-ak-verbamoze-zaminiti-gaz-taak-zarobiti-na-takijalternativi

#4

Ukraine

Salix

Ukrainian

February
2017

Propozitsiya

Енергетична верба як
варіант для
агробізнесу. Кейс від
Salix energy
Full article at:
http://propozitsiya.com/
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ua/energetychnaverba-yak-variant-dlyaagrobiznesu-keys-vidsalix-energy

#5

Germany

FNR

German

April 2017

Marktplatz Spotlight

#6

Germany

FNR

German

July 2017

Herd-und-Hof.de
Das Online
Magazin für
Verbraucher

47

Balanceakt zwischen
Ökosystemdienstleistu
g und Bioenergie
Nachhaltige Biomasse
von marginalen
Flächen
Full article at:
https://herd-undhof.de/landwirtschaft/nachhaltige-biomassevon-marginalenflaechen.html

#1

48

#2

49

#3

50

#4

51

#5

52

#6

53

LIST OF SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
Country

#7

Germany

#8

Italy

#9

Italy

Partner

Language

Date

Publication

FNR

German

January
2017

Biobased
future

All partners

English

February
2018

DUTH/FNR

English

March 2018

BESustainable
magazine
The potential
of marginal
lands for
bioenergy
BESustainable
magazine
Unveiling the
bioenergy
potential of
marginal lands
through
geospatial
analysis

#10

#11

Germany

Germany

DUTH/FNR

BTU/DUTH/
FNR/DAMT

English/German

English

April 2018

December
2018

https://nachhaltigwirtsc
haften.at/resources/iea
_pdf/newsletter/iea_bio
energy_mitteilungsblatt
_biobased_future_07_
2017.pdf
http://www.besustainab
lemagazine.com/cms2/
the-potential-ofmarginal-lands-forbioenergy/

http://www.besustainab
lemagazine.com/cms2/
unveiling-thebioenergy-potential-ofmarginal-landsthrough-geospatialanalysis/

Biobased
future

Mapping marginal land
for bioenergy: the
SEEMLA approach &
tools

Mapping
marginal land
for bioenergy:
the SEEMLA
approach &
tools

https://nachhaltigwirtsc
haften.at/resources/iea
_pdf/reports/biobasedfuture-april-2018.pdf

SOIL
Assessment
and
quantification
of marginal
lands for
biomass
production in
Europe using
soil-quality
indicators

54

Full article

https://doi.org/10.5194/
soil-4-267-2018
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#10
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#11
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LIST OF PUBLISHED PRESS RELEASES
Language

Date

Title
SEEMLA project has been presented
in Bruxelles. The project aims to
establish a more sustainable biomass
production based on marginal lands.

#PR1

English

26 January 2016

#PR2

English

9 November 2016

Legambiente hosted a two days
meeting with SEEMLA partners and
organized the first national workshop.

#PR3

English

26 April 2017

25th April 2017: 1st SEEMLA
International Symposium was held
during the EGU in Vienna.

#PR4

English

20 May 2018

The Second SEEMLA International
Symposium at EUBCE 2018

#PR5

English

4 December 2018

SEEMLA final conference: Highlights
and projects’ achievements
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#PR1

61

#PR2

62

#PR3

63

#PR4

64

#PR5

65

4. Overview of communication activities

To present the project and its objectives, and to disseminate to a selected audience the achieved
results, the consortium participated to events and exhibitions, which were coordinated by
Legambiente with the collaboration of the entire consortium.
Legambiente also listed some key steps to be followed during the organization/participation to the
communication and dissemination events, in order to reach the greater audience. In fact, the
stakeholder engagement strategy foreseen included several different events, from round tables, to
technical workshops, from poster presentations to face-to-face meeting, that were organised by
partners according to local needs and opportunities.
The internal list “SEEMLA Outreach activities” can be found in Smartsheet.com and has been
regularly filled in with relevant events by all the partners. It contains both internal and external
events, since there was a possibility to combine them.
The events were displayed and promoted in the project website and communicated through the
newsletter and other appropriate channels.
LIST OF OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
List of abbreviations
AW: Awareness event
DISS: Dissemination activity
NW: National workshop
SYMP: International Symposium
TYPE
OF
EVENT

COUNTRY

PARTNER

EVENT

LOCATION
AND DATE

REMARKS

AW

BELGIUM

FNR

Bioenergy Workshop

Bruxelles
02.03.2016

Meeting/Training
organized by INEA

AW

GREECE

DAMT

Conference
“Sustainable exploitation
of biomass for bioenergy
from marginal lands and
its contribution to the
energy-related footprint
of urban areas”

Xanthi
06.04.2016

Oral presentation
during
the
conference
organised by the
Forest directorate
of
Xanthi’s
prefecture in the
framework of the
LIFE
FoResMit
project

AW

UKRAINE

SALIX

Energy Field Day

Lutsk
24.05.2016

Attended by about
30
people,
including scientists,
agricultural

66

companies,
farmers, wood processing
and
energy companies,
manufacturers
of
pellets.
AW

GERMANY

FNR

TEAM 5x5 km relay

Berlin
03.06.2016

AW

GREECE

DAMT

Visit of the Greek
Alternate Minister of
Environment & Energy
to the General Secretary
of the Decentralised
Administration
of
Macedonia and Thrace

Thessaloniki
13.06. 2016

AW

GERMANY

BTU

Brandenburger
Energieholztag

Bloischdorf
25.08.2016

AW

UKRAINE

SALIX

12-th
International
Conference
“Biomass
for energy

Kiev
20.09.2016

Visit of a Vietnamese
delegation

Gülzow
20.09.2016

“Practical experience of
heat generation from
alternative
energy
sources”

Kiev
26.10.2016

FNR
runs
SEEMLA

for

Brandenburg
Energy Wood Day.
Appr.
50
participants
Oral presentation

AW

GERMANY

FNR

AW

UKRAINE

SALIX

AW

ITALY

LEGABT

XVIII
Legambiente
Assembly

Rispescia
28/29/30.10.201
6

Oral presentation
during the Assmbly

NW

ITALY

LEGABT

First National Workshop

Rome
09.11.2016

21 participants

AW

GERMANY

BTU

Forum Agroforstsysteme

Senftenberg
30.1101.12.2016

Appr.
participants
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Oral Presentation
during the visit.
Appr. 10 people
Oral presentation
during the seminar

100

AW

GREECE

DAMT

“Plantations for local
supply chains and heat
use“

Thessaloniki
9.02.2017

Workshop
organized by the
Department
of
Biomass of the
Centre
for
Renewable Energy
Sources
and
Saving (CRES) of
Greece,
in
collaboration with
the Decentralised
Administration
of
Macedonia
and
Thrace
(DAMT).
The other Greek
SEEMLA partner,
DUTH,
also
participated.

AW

UKRAINE

SALIX

“Sharing the experience
of replacing natural gas
with
renewable
alternatives”

Zhytomyr
03.03. 2017

Workshop

AW

UKRAINE

SALIX

“Sharing the experience
of replacing natural gas
with
renewable
alternatives”

Khmelnytskyi
17.3.2017

Workshop

AW

GREECE

DAMT

"Regional Government Forests - EnvironmentSpatial planning (Forest
Mapping)".

Thessaloniki
27.3.2017

Regional
Conference
organized by DAMT
in cooperation with
the Regional Union
of Municipalities of
Macedonia Region.

NW

GERMANY

FNR

2nd SEEMLA National
Workshop

Berlin
28.03.2017

30 participants

DISS

GERMANY

BTU

TV
report
about
SEEMLA on CampusTV

April 2017

https://www-docs.btu.de/campustv/pub
lic/videothek/2017/1
17-April2017.mp4

SYMP

AUSTRIA

ALL
PARTNERS

EGU General Assembly
2017

Vienna
25.04.2017

1st
International
Symposium
Appr.
60
participants

DISS

GERMANY

FNR

LIGNA 2017

Hanover
22.05.2017

Appr.
100,000
visitors in total

AW

BELGIUM

FNR

GHG
conference

Brussels
23.05.2017

Appr.
participants

mitigation
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50

(responsible host:
L.
Wenzelides,
Project
Management Dept.,
FNR;
SEEMLA
represented by W.
Baumgarten, FNR
as support)
AW

UKRAINE

SALIX

“Renewable energy and
gas
replacement.
Energy
Savings
Performance Contracts
and
energy
management
implementation”

Lviv
26.05.2017

Oral presentation
during
the
conference

NW

UKRAINE

SALIX
& IBC&SB

3rd National Workshop

Lutsk
30.05.2017

25 participants

DISS

ITALY

LEGABT

Launch
of
the
Legambiente
Dossier
about
“Renewables
cities”

Rome
8.06.2017

Oral presentation
Appr.
100
participants

DISS

GERMANY

FNR

25th EUBCE

Stockholm
12-15.6.2017

DISS

CZECH
REPUBLIC

BTU

BIOGEOMON 2017

Litomyšl
21/24.08.2017

Oral presentation
Appr. 1,500 visitors
in total
Poster presentation
during the session:
"Restoration"
Appr.
300
participants in total
http://www.biogeom
on.cz/documents/T
abulka_rozvrh_Mon
.pdf

DISS

GERMANY

FNR/BTU

DBG
Jahrestagung
2017 - Nutzung von
Sonderstandorten"
session

Göttingen
04.09.2017

Oral presentation of
project during the
session "Utilization
of marginal lands”
Appr.
20
participants

DISS

GERMANY

BTU

FORBIO
Information
day
for
the
local
stakeholders

Finsterwalde
06.09.2017

Oral presentation
Appr.
30
participants

DISS

GERMANY

IFEU

2nd
International
Bioeconomy Congress

StuttgartHohenheim
12/13.09.2017

Poster presentation
Appr.
350
participants
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DISS

UKRAINE

IBC&SB

Exhibition
"Energy
Saving Equipment and
Alternative
Energy
Sources"

Kiev
19/21.09.2017

Oral presentation

DISS

UKRAINE

IBC&SB

National
Workshop

FORBIO

Kiev
21.09.2017

Oral presentation

DISS

GREECE

DUTH

18th Hellenic
Congress

Forestry

Edessa
8/11.10.2017

Presentation of the
project

NW

GREECE

DAMT

4th SEEMLA National
Workshop

Thessaloniki
28.11.2017

Appr.
participants

DISS

UKRAINE

SALIX
and
IBC&SB

Conference
"Development of the
Bioenergy Market of
Ukraine"

Lviv
07/08.12.2017

Oral presentation
Appr.
50
participants

DISS

UKRAINE

SALIX
and
IBC&SB

Information Day “Use of
underutilized lands for
sustainable
bioenergy
feedstock production –
additional income to
farmers” in frames of
FORBIO project

Kyiv
12.12.2017

Presentation of the
project
Appr.
60
participants

DISS

BELGIUM

LEGABT

INEA workshop

Brussels
18.01.2018

Appr.
participants

DISS

GREECE

DAMT

Keynote
speech
at
Workshop
"Industrial
crops
in
Evros
prefecture”.

Oriestada
14.03.2018

The workshop was
organised by CRES

DISS

BELGIUM

FNR

Horizon 2020 Workshop
on Bioenergy, Advanced
Biofuels and Renewable
fuels

Brussels
10/11.04.2018

Appr.
participants

DISS

UAE

IFEU

9th Annual Congress
and Expo on Biofuels
and Bioenergy

Dubai, UAE
16/17.04.2018

Oral presentation
Appr.
110
participants

DISS

DENMARK

DUTH

EUBCE

Copenhagen
14.05.2018

Oral presentation

SYMP

DENMARK

ALL
PARTNERS

2nd
International
Symposium (side-event
@ EUBCE)

Copenhagen
15.05.2018

Appr.
participants
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25

40

45

DISS

GREECE

DAMT

INFORMED
Project
workshop:
Resilience
and
Restoration
of
Forests
in
the
Mediterranean
FORBIO workshop

Athens
12.06.2018

Presentation of the
project
Appr.
85
participants

DISS

ITALY

LEGABT

Ferrara, Italy
19.09.2018

Presentation of the
project during the
RemTech Expo
Appr. 20
participants

DISS

BULGARIA

Conference
for 90 years of the
Forest
Research
Institute

Sofia , Bulgaria
24/26.10.2018

Poster session

DISS

CHINA

IFEU

23rd
International
Symposium on Alcohol
Fuels (ISAF)

Hangzhou,
China
03.11.2018

Plenary speech
Appr.
190
participants

NW

UKRAINE

IBC&SB

5th SEEMLA National
Workshop

Chereshneve,
Bar
district,
Vinnytsia
Ukraine
6.11.2018

Appr.
participants

100

DISS

BELGIUM

ALL
PARTNERS

SEEMLA Final event

Brussels
20/21.11.2018

Appr.
participants
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DISS

UKRAINE

IBC&SB

Conference
„Perspectives for the
development
of
bioenergy in Ukraine“

Ksaverovka,
Kiev region
28/29.11.2018

Oral presentation of
the project
Appr.
65
participants
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